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FedEx has built superior physical, virtual, and people networks not just to prepare for change, but to shape change on a global scale. to change the way we all connect with each other in the new Network Economy.

FedEx is not only reorganizing its internal operations around a more flexible network computing architecture, but it's also pulling-in and in many cases locking-in customers with an unprecedented level of technological integration.

Since its inception in 1973, Federal Express Corporation had transformed itself from an express delivery company to a global logistics and supply-chain management company. Over the years, the Company had invested heavily in IT systems, and with the launch of the Internet in 1994, the potential for further integration of systems to provide services throughout its customers’ supply-chains became enormous. With all the investment in the systems infrastructure over the years and the US$88 million acquisition of Caliber Systems, Inc., in 1998, the Company had built a powerful technical architecture that had the potential to pioneer in Internet commerce. However despite having all the ingredients for the makings of a successful e-business, the Company's logistics and supply-chain operations were struggling to shine through the historical image of the Company as simply an express delivery business. Furthermore competition in the transportation/express delivery industry was intense and there were reports that FedEx transportation volume growth was slowing down, even though they were poised to take advantage of the surge in traffic that e-tailing and electronic commerce (EC) were supposed to generate. Hence, on 19 January; 2000, FedEx announced major reorganizations; in the Group's operations in the hope of making it easier to do business with the entire FedEx family. The mode of operation for the five subsidiary companies was to function independently but to compete collectively in addition to streamlining many functions, the Group announced that it would pool its sales, marketing and customer services functions, such that customers would have a single point of access to the whole Group. The reorganization was expected to cost US$100 million over three years. Was this simply a new branding strategy or did FedEx have the right solution to leverage its cross-company synergies and its information and logistics infrastructure to create e-business solutions for its customers?
The Express Transportation and Logistics Industry

FedEx invented the air/ground express industry in 1973. Although UPS was founded in 1907 and became America's largest transportation company, it did not compete with FedEx directly in the overnight delivery market until 1982. Competition began with a focus on customer segmentation, pricing and quality of service. For most businesses, physical distribution costs often accounted for 10-30 percent of sales or more. As competition put pressure on pricing businesses began to look at ways to cut costs yet improve customer service. The solution was to have a well-managed logistics operation to reduce the length of the order cycle and thus generate a positive effect on cash flow.

The growth of the express transportation and logistics industry was brought about by three main trends: the globalization of businesses, advances in information technology (IT) and the application of new technology to generate process efficiencies, and the changing market demand for more value-added services. As businesses expanded beyond national boundaries and extended their global reach to take advantage of new markets and cheaper resources, the movement of goods created new demands for the transportation and logistics industry. With this, the competitiveness of transportation companies depended upon their global network of distribution centers and their ability to deliver to wherever their customers conducted business. Speed became of significance to achieve competitiveness, not only for the transportation companies but also for their customers. The ability to deliver goods quickly shortened the order-to-payment cycle, improved cash flow and created customer satisfaction.

Advances in IT promoted the globalization of commerce. The ability to share information between operations/departments within a company and between organizations to generate operational efficiencies, reduce costs and improve customer services was a major breakthrough for the express transportation industry. However, of even greater significance was the way in which new technology redefined logistics. At a time when competition within the transportation industry was tough and transportation companies were seeking to achieve competitive advantages through value-added services, many of these companies expanded into logistics management services. Up until the 1980s, logistics was merely the handling, warehousing and transportation of goods. By combining the functions of materials management and physical distribution, logistics took on a new and broader meaning. It was concerned with inbound as well as outbound material flow, within companies as well as the movement of finished goods from dock-to-dock. With this, the transportation industry responded by placing emphasis not only on the physical transportation, but also on the coordination and control of storage and movement of parts and finished goods. Logistics came to include value-added activities such as order processing, distribution centre operations, inventory control, purchasing, production and customer and sales services. Interconnectivity through the Internet and Intranets and the integration of systems enabled businesses to redefine themselves and re-engineer their selling and supply-chains. Information came to replace inventory. Just-in-time inventory management helped to reduce costs and improve efficiency. With the advent of IT, express transportation became an aggregation of two main functions: the physical delivery of parcels, and the management and utilization of the flow of...
information, pertaining to the physical delivery (i.e., control over the movement of goods).

**FedEx Corp.**

FedEx was the pioneer of the express transportation and logistics industry. Throughout the 27 years of its operation, FedEx investment in IT had earned the Company a myriad of accolades. Since 1973 FedEx had won over 194 awards for operational excellence. Fundamental to the success of the FedEx business was the vision of its founder.

**The Visionary behind the Business**

"If we're all operating in a day-to-day environment, we’re thinking one to two years out. Fred's thinking five, ten, fifteen years out.'

-William Conley, VR FedEx Logistics, Managing Director Europe

Fred Smith, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of FedEx Corporation, invented the express distribution industry in March 1973. By capitalizing on the needs of businesses for speed and reliability of deliveries, FedEx shortened lead-times for companies. Its next-day delivery service revolutionized the distribution industry. The success of FedEx's distribution business in those early days rested on Smith's commitment to his belief that the opportunities open to a company that could provide reliable overnight delivery of time-sensitive documents and packages were excellent. Despite losses in the first three years of operation due to high capital investments in the physical transportation infrastructure of the business, FedEx began to see profits from 1975 onwards. To compete on a global basis, the key components of the physical infrastructure had to be in place to connect the world's GDP. The underlying philosophy was that wherever business was conducted, there was going to have to be the movement of physical goods.

Under Smith's leadership, the Company had set a few records with breakthrough technology. In the 1980s, FedEx gave away more than 100,000 sets of PCs loaded with FedEx software, designed to link and log customers into FedEx's ordering and tracking systems. FedEx was also the first to issue hand-held scanners to its drivers that alerted customers of when packages were picked up or delivered. Then in 1994, FedEx became the first big transportation company to launch a website that included tracking and tracing capabilities. Very early on, Smith could foresee that the Internet was going to change the way businesses would operate and the way people would interact. By applying IT to the business, FedEx leapfrogged the rest of the industry. Smith was the visionary who forced his company and other companies to think outside of the proverbial box. The core of FedEx’s corporate strategy was to 'use IT to help customers take advantage of international markets by 1998, FedEx was a US$10 billion company spending US$1 billion annually on IT developments plus millions more on capital expenditure. It had an IT workforce of 5,000 People.
Building the Transportation and Logistics Infrastructure

In the early years of the FedEx transportation business, Smith insisted that the Company should acquire its own transportation fleet, while competitors were buying space on commercial airlines and sub-contracting their shipments to third parties. The strategy of expanding through acquiring more trucks and planes continued. By the tenth year of operation FedEx earned the accolade of being the first US company to achieve the US$1 billion revenues mark within a decade without corporate acquisitions and mergers.

FedEx was quoted as being the inventor of customer logistics management. As early as 1974, FedEx started logistics operations with the Parts Bank. In those days, a few small set-ups approached FedEx with their warehousing problems and decided on the idea of overnight distribution of parts. With those propositions, FedEx built a small warehouse on the end of its sorting facilities at Memphis. This was FedEx's first attempt at multiple-client warehousing. Customers would call up and order the dispatch of parts and the order would be picked up on the same day. That was also FedEx’s first value-added service beyond basic transportation. From there, the logistics side of the business snowballed.

Throughout the next three decades, FedEx’s transportation business growth was attributable to a number of external factors that FedEx was quick to capitalize on. These included:

- Government deregulation of the airline industry, which permitted the landing of larger freight planes, thus reducing operating costs for FedEx.
- Deregulation of the trucking industry, which allowed FedEx to establish a regional trucking system to lower costs further on short-haul trips.
- Trade deregulation in Asia Pacific, which opened new markets for FedEx. Expanding globally became a priority for FedEx.
- Technological breakthroughs and applications innovations promoted significant advances for customer ordering, package tracking and process monitoring.
- Rising inflation and global competition gave rise to greater pressures on businesses to minimize the costs of operation, including implementation of just-in-time inventory management systems, etc. This also created demands for speed and accuracy in all aspects of business.

As of January 2000, FedEx served 210 countries (making up more than 90 percent of the world's GDP), operated 34,000 drop-off locations and managed over 10 million square feet of warehouse space worldwide. It had a fleet of 648 aircraft and more than 60,000 vehicles, with a staff of nearly 200,000. It was the world's largest overnight package carrier, with about 30 percent of the market share.

Building the Virtual Information Infrastructure

'We are really becoming a technology company enabled by transportation.'

-David Edmonds, VR Worldwide Services Group, FedEx


Even as early as 1979, a centralized computer system - Customer, Operations, Service-Master On-line System (COSMOS) - kept track of all packages handled by the Company. This computer network relayed data on package movement, pickup, invoicing and delivery to a central database at Memphis headquarters. This was made possible by placing a bar code on each parcel at the point of pickup and scanning the bar code at each stage of the delivery cycle.

In 1984, FedEx started to launch a series of technological systems, the PowerShip programmed, aimed at improving efficiency and control, which provided the most active customers (over 100,000) with proprietary on-line services (see Exhibit I for a chronological list of FedEx systems). In summary, these PowerShip systems provided additional services to the customer, including storing of frequently used addresses, label printing, online package pick-up requests, package tracking, and much more.

The emergence of electronic data interchange (EDI) and the Internet allowed companies to build one-to-one relationships with their customers. This was the perfect scenario for many manufacturers: the ability to match supply to demand without wastage. FedEx took advantage of such new technologies and started to track back along the supply chain to the point of raw materials. As they did so, they identified points along the supply chain where they could provide management services. Often, these services included transportation, order processing and related distribution centre operations, fulfillment, inventory control, purchasing, production and customer and sales services. The ability to interconnect and distribute information to all the players in a supply-chain became the focus of FedEx’s attention. For many of its customers, logistics was viewed as a key means for differentiating their products or services from those of their competitors (see Exhibit 2 for examples of some customer solutions). In other words, logistics became a key part of strategy formulation. As businesses were placing more emphasis on the order cycle as the basis for evaluating customer service levels, FedEx’s role in providing integrated logistics systems formed the basis of many partnership arrangements. By helping them to redefine sources and procurement strategies so as to link in with other parties in the supply-chain, such as raw materials suppliers, customers were outsourcing their supply-chain management functions to FedEx, functions that were seen as peripheral to the core of their business (see Exhibit 3 and 4 for FedEx’s coverage of the supply chain through integrated systems). By improving, tightening and synchronizing the various parts to the supply-chain, customers saw the benefits of squeezing time and inventory out of the system. Tighter supply-chain management was no longer viewed as a competitive advantage but a competitive imperative.
Businesses sought ways to improve their return on investment and became interested in any business process that could be integrated and automatically triggered (e.g., proof of delivery and payment) as opposed to being separately invoked. So not only was FedEx pushing its customers for integration, but its innovative customers were also demanding greater integration. Some customers had even jumped ahead of FedEx. Cisco, for example, had developed an extranet that allowed its customers to order FedEx services without leaving the Cisco website. By integrating its services within the supply-chain of its customers, and thus generating increases in customer loyalty and in customers' switching costs. FedEx: managed to effectively raise the barriers to entry for competitors.

The Internet refined the COSMOS system. Whenever new information was entered into the system by FedEx or by customers through the Internet, all related files and databases were automatically updated. For example, when a FedEx customer placed an order through fedex.com, the information would find its way to COSMOS, FedEx’s global package-tracking system. The courier's Route Planner—an electronic mapping tool—would facilitate the pickup and delivery of the order from the customer. A product movement planner would schedule the order through the Company's global air and courier operations. The customer would be able to track the status of the shipment through PowerShip or FedEx Ship. The COSMOS system handled 54 million transactions per day in 1999.

In 1998, FedEx decided to overhaul its internal IT infrastructure under Project GRID (Global Resources for Information Distribution). The project involved replacing 60,000 terminals and some PCs with over 75,000 network systems. The decision to go with network computers was made to avoid the “desktop chum” found with PCs. The network computers linked over a global Internet Protocol network aimed to enhance the quality and quantity of services FedEx could deliver to its customers. For example FedEx employees at any location at any time could track a package through the various steps in the FedEx chain. Other applications planned to be launched included COSMOS Squared, which allowed Non-Event Tracking, a feature that triggered alerts when scheduled events, such as the arrival of a package, did not occur. Through a 24-hour; seven-day operation called the Global Operations Command Centre, the central nervous system of FedEx's worldwide system in Memphis, FedEx was able to provide efficient gathering and dissemination of real-time data. The operation housed huge screens covering the walls that tracked world events, weather patterns and the real-time movement of FedEx trucks and aircraft. New systems were also introduced to predict with greater accuracy the amount of inbound traffic. This system allowed FedEx to prioritize the hundreds of variables involved in the successful pickup, processing and delivery of a parcel. Senior managers at FedEx believed that having current and accurate information helped them to reduce failure in the business.

As well as the data centre in Memphis, FedEx operated other centers in Colorado Springs, Orlando, Dallas-Fort Worth, Singapore Brussels and Miami.

Also in 1999, FedEx signed an agreement with Netscape to adopt Netscape software as the primary technology for accessing its corporate intranet sites. FedEx's intranet
included more than 60 websites, created for its end users and in some cases by its end users. Customers could build integrated websites using FedEx Applications Programming Interfaces (API) or FedEx intraNetShip (free downloads from fedex.com) and incorporate a link that would allow them to track packages directly from their own site. Over 5,000 Websites fed hundreds of thousands of tracking requests through to the fedex.com site.

“Our API solutions are designed to give global visibility and access across the supply-chain, from manufacturing to customer service to invoicing. We've managed to wipe out those irritating WISMO (Where Is My Order) calls because we've seamlessly linked our customers to their customers.”

-Mike Janes, former VP, Electronic Commerce & Logistics Marketing, FedEx

At the beginning of 1999, FedEx launched an enhancement to its package-tracking service. Customers could query and receive package status information for up to 25 shipments simultaneously, and forward this information on to up to three e-mail recipients. Furthermore, users in France, Japan, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands and Portuguese- and Spanish-speaking countries could access this information on-line in their native languages through fedex.com.

FedEx claimed to have the largest on-line client server network in the world that operated in real-time. Information became an extremely critical part of its business.

“We're in the express transportation business, but we've discovered how to lock up a lot of value in the information that we have.”

-Mark Dickens, VP Electronic Commerce

The benefits of these services were not limited to FedEx's customers. For FedEx, its on-line services, which in 1999 handled 60 million transactions per day, saved FedEx the cost of 200,000 customer service employees. In turn, the Company reported spending 10 percent of its US$ 17 billion annual revenue on IT in 1999. Information had allowed FedEx to lower its costs such that the cost to customers of using FedEx in 1999 was lower than it was 25 years ago.

Going beyond delivery services, FedEx aimed to fully integrate its corporate partners every step of the way along the supply-chain. Fundamental to FedEx's strategy for establishing its e-business and logistics operations was how well it could forge technology links with customers.

“It's all about integration, whether it's inside FedEx, with our technology partners, or with our customers.”

-Laurie Tucker, Senior I.T, Logistics Electronic Commerce & Catalog

“Integration of Internet services with our transportation offerings is not an addition to our core business; it is our core business.”
“When it comes to managing synergies across businesses, we've found that seamless information integration is a critical component.”

Management and Operations Issues


In the first 21 years of business, FedEx operated under the corporate name of Federal Express Corporation. Its customers came to recognize it as 'FedEx' in short and the brand took off as the Company grew and expanded its service offerings under the purple and orange flag. Hence in 1994, it seemed natural that the Company should change its brand name to 'FedEx.'

The Parts Bank was given official recognition when it became a division of FedEx Corp. in 1988 and became known as Business Logistics Services (BLS). It operated as a separate and independent company. In line with the express transportation side of the business, BLS developed expertise in the high-value, high-tech industries. It was involved in the express inbound, outbound and redistribution of goods. However, it focused mainly on the small parcel business. FedEx based its solutions on just-in-time logistics. As the business grew, concern was raised that the logistics business was not generating revenue for the express transportation business, but rather feeding this through to other carriers. Hence in 1994, BLS was renamed FedEx Logistics, and it became mandatory for the logistics business to include FedEx transportation as part of its solution to customers. In 1996, the division changed its name yet again, to FedEx Logistics and Electronic Commerce (FLEC). The Company started to focus its resources on doing business on the Internet, and the name change was to reflect the changes in the marketplace.

Following the acquisition of Caliber Systems, Inc., in 1998, five separate subsidiary companies were formed: Federal Express, RPS, Roberts Express, Viking Freight and FDX Logistics. The latter four were Caliber businesses. Each subsidiary was managed independently and was responsible for its own accounts (see Exhibit 5). However, Caliber and FedEx's logistics operations were fundamentally different in that they had completely distinct customer bases and service offerings. Caliber developed expertise in moving raw materials, plates of steel and steel bars and managing work-in-progress. It would manage the manufacturing of cars and forklift trucks. Caliber provided an elaborate logistics operation concentrating mainly on high-priced goods industries, and it provided a fuller supply-chain solution than FLEC did, whereas FLEC was primarily focused on finished goods, transportation logistics, and reverse logistics (i.e., handling returns). One was concentrating its business at the front-end of the supply chain (e.g., receiving, work-in-progress) while the other was more involved in the back-end operations of the supply-chain (i.e., warehousing, transportation). Hence the two operations continued to operate independently of each other. Logistics systems and applications were also developed independently. Caliber Logistics became a subsidiary
The acquisition served to reinforce FedEx’s commitment to becoming more than just an express delivery company. Yet commentators and customers continued to associate the FedEx brand with transportation, and FedEx fought to transform the image of the Company outside of this mould. One solution was to rename the Company. With the acquisition, the Company created a holding company, 'FDX Corporation.' However, FedEx did very little to promote its new FDX corporate brand. Furthermore, its transportation subsidiary continued to operate under the Federal Express name with the purple and orange FedEx brand on its trucks and vans. The FedEx brand lived on, but with no advertising or aggressive promotion of FDX, the name did not resonate in the marketplace. While the likes of UPS had the advantage of promoting just one brand-UPS-to sell the entire company and its many service offerings, FedEx was trying to promote five different subsidiary companies with completely unrelated names and business logos under the FDX banner through distinctly separate sales and customer service teams. Furthermore, with two separate logistics businesses within the Group, separate sales forces selling services offered by different parts of the Company, separate customer services staff to deal with different queries and IT resources spread across the Group, customers were confused and resources were duplicated.

Despite the confusion, by 1999 FedEx purported to offer companies 'total one-stop shopping' for solutions at all levels of the supply-chain. Each subsidiary continued to operate independently, with separate accounting systems and customer service staffs while competing collectively. However, while maintaining the autonomy of each subsidiary company, the challenge for FedEx was how to bring the companies closer together to create those synergies. Providing customers with a single point of access to the whole Group was the ultimate goal. In practical terms, the task was to decide how each of the subsidiary companies should leverage its skills and services to a broader audience.

Events Leading Up to the January 2000 Reorganization

FedEx needed to address a number of factors that would affect the prospects of the Company.

FedEx’s Performance

In the year ending 31 May, 1999, the Company had outperformed analyst expectations, posting record earnings of 73 percent, an increase of 28 percent over the previous year. Net income had risen 30 percent to US$221 million. However, results took a downturn in the following financial year. For the first quarter ended 31 August, 1999, FedEx announced that rising fuel prices had severely impacted upon the Company's net income, causing it to miss its first-quarter target. With no sign of improvements in fuel prices and with the US domestic market growth slowing down, FedEx warned that earnings; for the
second quarter and the full fiscal year may fall below analyst expectations. Bearing in mind that the express transportation business (mainly Federal Express and RPS) accounted for over 80 percent of the Group's revenue, and that the US market accounted for approximately US$ 10 billion of the Group's revenue, both trends had a significant negative impact on net income.

Sure enough, FedEx reported that for the quarter ended 30 November 1999, operating income was down by 10 percent on the previous year and net income was down by six percent. The Company was not achieving the level of US domestic growth as expected. Rising fuel prices continued to erode operating income. However, operations other than express transportation (i.e., Viking Freight, Roberts Express, FDX Logistics and Caribbean Transportation Service) achieved revenue and operating income increases of 27 percent and 12 percent respectively in the second quarter. With the adverse fuel prices alone, the Company anticipated that operating income could be down by more than US$150 million for the year ending 31 May, 2000. This called for some immediate remedial action.

Other trends within the express transportation and logistics market were also putting pressure on the Company to re-think its business strategy.

**The Internet Market and e-Tailing**

The Internet changed the basis for competition for most businesses. Its low cost and diversity of applications made it appealing and accessible. The Internet leveled the playing field such that, once a company was on-line, as long as it fulfilled its orders to the expectations of its customers, the size of the company was of no significance. The impact of the Internet on FedEx was twofold. Firstly, it opened up opportunities in logistics management for FedEx as businesses were using the Internet to re-engineer their supply-chains. So long as customers were satisfied, it really did not matter whether the goods were warehoused or not, whether the goods came directly from a factory in some distant location or whether the goods had been made to order. Integration with customer supply-chains was the key.

Secondly, the express transportation needs associated with the growth in e-tailing (expected to reach US$ 7 billion in 2000) and business-to-business EC (expected to reach US$ 327 billion 2002) presented enormous opportunities for companies such as FedEx. 1

FedEx was sure that it had the right business model to take advantage of these opportunities.

“We're right at the centre of the new economy..... Businesses are utilizing the Internet to re-engineer the supply-chain. In the new economy, the Internet is the neural system. We're the skeleton-we make the body move.” --Fred Smith
The Competition

In January 2000, CBS MarketWatch Live reported that FedEx's express delivery business was maturing and was not growing as fast as it used to. Furthermore, the industry was loaded with companies, local and global, that provided a myriad of transportation services to a wide range of businesses. Competition was fierce. All major transportation and delivery companies were betting big on technology. Although FedEx pioneered the web-based package-tracking system, such systems became the industry norm rather than a competitive advantage.

The four leading companies in the international courier business were DHL, FedEx, UPS and TNT. Between them they held more than 90 percent of the worldwide market.

UPS
Since 1986, UPS had spent US$9 billion on IT and had formed five alliances in 1997 to disseminate its logistics software to EC users. However, while FedEx developed all its ITS software in-house, UPS made a point in stating that it was not a software developer and that companies taking that route were 'trying to go a bridge too far.'

In early 1998, UPS formed a strategic alliance with Open Market, Inc., a US-based provider of Internet software, to deliver a complete Internet commerce solution providing integrated logistics and fulfillment. They were also working with IBM and Lotus to standardize formats on their website.

In 1999, UPS raised US$5.47 billion through its initial public offering, the largest in the US IPO history. The company shipped more than 55 percent of goods ordered over the Internet and offered over the full range of logistics solutions to its customers.

DHL
In 1993, DHL announced a four-year US$ 1.25 billion Worldwide capital spending program aimed at investing in handling system, automation, facilities and computer technology. The company launched its website in 1995. It was 25 Percent owned by Deutsche Post and 23 percent owned by Lufthansa Airlines. Plans were under way for an initial public offering in the first half of 2001. Though the company dominated the UK market, it projected an increase in worldwide turnover of 18 percent to US$ 5.26 billion.

TNT
In 1998, TNT launched a web collection facility on the Internet. Later the same year, TNT launched the world's first global price checker service on its Website that allowed customers to calculate the price of sending a consignment from one place to another anywhere in the world. Other applications were under development that would allow customers to integrate with TNT’s on-line services. Then in 1999, TNT launched Quickshipper, a one-stop on-line access to TNT's entire range of distribution services,
from pricing to delivery. This new service was to be integrated with existing on-line tools such as web collection and price checker.

Also in March 1999, TNT launched the express industry's first dedicated customer extranet, Customized Services environment. This offered regular customers easy access to detailed and personalized shipment information through the use of user IDs and passwords. With this came a host of service offerings.

While FedEx had pioneered many logistics solutions that had helped it to achieve economies of scale faster than its competitors, the advantages were quickly eroding as newer technologies became even more powerful and less expensive.

**The January 2000 Announcement**

"All of your transportation and logistics needs can now be met by one organization” FedEx Corporation.

On 19 January, 2000, FedEx announced three major strategic initiatives:

- A new branding strategy that involved changing the Company's name to "FedEx Corporation," and extending the 'FedEx' brand to four of its five subsidiary companies. The subsidiary companies became:
  - FedEx Express (formerly Federal Express)
  - FedEx Ground (formerly RPS)
  - FedEx Custom Critical (formerly Roberts Express)
  - FedEx Logistics (formerly Caliber Logistics)
  - Viking Freight (no change)

  (See Exhibit 6)

- Major reorganizations such that there would be one point of access to sales, customer services, billing, and automation systems. With these consolidations, the Company announced intentions to form a sixth subsidiary called FedEx Corporate Services Corp. in June 2000 (see Exhibit 7 for new Group structure). The new subsidiary would pool together the marketing, sales, customer services, information technology and electronic commerce resources of the Group. The invoicing functions would also be combined for all the companies.

- Introduction of a new low-cost residential delivery service, FedEx Home Delivery, to be launched in the U.S.

Of significance was the merging of the two logistics Operations (Caliber Logistics and FLEC) into FedEx Logistics. The two companies seemed to complement each Other in terms of their service offerings and customer base. Both had a few of the same customers but many different ones. Furthermore, Caliber's presence was mainly in North America and Europe, while FLEC had expanded into other continents. FedEx Logistics brought together all the splintered operations of logistics in all the subsidiary companies,
streamlining costs, presenting one menu of logistics service offerings to customers, and aligning R&D of systems upon common, agreed platforms. This reorganization also brought about another major change in operations. It was no longer mandatory for the logistics business to use FedEx transportation as part of its solutions to customers. Being 'carrier-agnostic' meant that FedEx Logistics would use FedEx transportation where it fitted, both in terms of cost and in terms of geographic coverage. The decision would also rest on customer preference and the kind of goods being transported. For example, Caliber was transporting fork-lift trucks, cars and steel plates that FedEx did not have the physical capacity to handle.

At the end of 1999

Following the January 2000 Reorganization
Combining the two operations brought together the IT expertise and the know-how of the logistics business. Under one CIO, standards were set for the development of systems on a worldwide basis, including vendor selection. In the past, regions developed their own solutions and operated in isolation. However, the Internet forced the Company to consolidate its systems and solutions as customers demanded global solutions. Through the IT groups located in Memphis, Leiden (Holland) and Singapore, the Company resolved to develop global systems for worldwide implementation, with functions such as multiple currencies and multiple languages. FedEx Logistics forecast a 70 percent growth rate in the year ending 31 May, 2000. However, the business so far failed to generate any profit. The company aimed to build on its expertise in the five market segments: health care, industrial, high-tech, automotive and consumer.

The Company anticipated having to spend US$100 million on these changes over three years. The intention was to take advantage of one of its greatest assets, the FedEx brand name; the name that customers could count on for 'absolutely, positively' reliable service and cutting-edge innovation. The value of the brand had been ignored, particularly when the Company decided to change its corporate name to FDX in 1998. Realizing its mistake, the renaming of the Company as FedEx Corporation and the extension of the brand to its subsidiaries fell in line with its intention to provide customers with an integrated set of business solutions. Customers wanted to deal with one company to meet their transportation and logistics needs.

Each subsidiary company was to continue operating independently, but collectively the Group would provide a wide range of business solutions. It was this collective synergy of solutions that FedEx believed would form the competitive advantage of the Company in the future. For customers, the benefits included easier means of doing business with FedEx. There was to be one toll-free telephone number, one website, one invoice and account number, one sales team, one customer service team and a streamlined customer automation platform to handle electronic transactions for small and large businesses (see Exhibits 6 and 7 for details of the changes following reorganization). The new organization was aimed at helping businesses of all sizes to achieve their shipping, logistics, supply-chain and e-business objectives. However, analysts questioned whether the new Group structure would work, given that there would still be different teams of delivery and pickup staff for the different operations. Hence, one person could pick up one package sent by ground and another person could pick up another package sent by express from the same company. Companies such as UPS, on the other hand, would have one person pick up both types of packages.

In addition to these changes, FedEx anticipated growth in consumer EC and planned to start a new set vice called FedEx Home Delivery (within the FedEx Ground subsidiary company) to meet the needs of businesses specializing in business-to-consumer e-tailing. FedEx had been successful in providing services to the business-to-business EC market. Now it aimed to achieve the same leadership status in the business-to-consumer EC market. However, expanding the residential delivery business was one segment that
FedEx consciously made a decision not to pursue throughout the 1990s. This gave UPS the opportunity to lead in residential delivery services.

In late 1997, Smith was quoted as saying, “We've made huge investments in our networks, and now that bow wave had passed. We think we have a good chance of harvesting a lot of that investment.”

In the two years that followed, the results of the Company showed little signs of a harvest. Was the January restructuring going to bring in the harvest? The announcement certainly served to tell investors that they were making some major changes to address some competitive issues. However, analysts took a pragmatic view to the announcement, saying that 'the proof is in the pudding.'

“Our biggest challenge is to correctly manage everything that's on our plate.”

-Fred Smith

### Before and After the Reorganization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Brands under FDX umbrella</td>
<td>A single branding system leveraging the power of the FedEx brand so more customers can use FedEx reliability as a strategic competitive advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate sales force with directed co-operation</td>
<td>A single, expanded sales force especially targeting small- and medium-sized businesses, cross-selling a wide portfolio of services and pricing schemes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple invoices and account numbers</td>
<td>A single invoice and single account number from FedEx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple automation platforms offering all FDX services</td>
<td>Streamlined customer automation systems to handle electronic transactions and database management needs for small and large businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate customer service, claims trace functions</td>
<td>Single customer service, claims and trace functions by calling 1-800-Go-FedEx (800-463-3339) or visiting its website at <a href="http://www.fedex.com">www.fedex.com</a>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>